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Introduction 

This document has been issued for all customers using HPS-LO/N Washout Solution. It is designed to 

enable customers to obtain optimum performance through recommended guidelines and best practice 

procedures for either fresh or recycled HPS-LO/N Washout Solution. 

In the world of flexography, the solvent washout process has established itself as a reliable plate 

production standard due to its productivity, simple handling and efficient cost structure. Although a 

concern of the past, great strides have been made towards improving the environmental impact and 

long-term optimization of solvent-based plate processing. Reduced plate thicknesses, recycling of 

solvents and the use of efficient equipment and washout chemistries are making real progress in the 

field of environmental sustainability and offer a range of advantages over alternative plate processing 

methods. 

This Customer Information Manual for HPS-LO/N Washout Solution is functional for the United States & 

Canada (US&C) and Latin America markets. HPS-LO/N is designed to process Kodak Flexcel NXHH plates 

exclusively and should not be used on any other manufacturer’s plates. HPS Technologies does not 

accept any liability for the misuse of their products. 

Product Description 

HPS-LO/N Washout Solution is a modern, safe, and innovative low odor plate processing chemistry 

developed specifically for Flexcel NXHH Plates. HPS-LO/N Washout Solution delivers accelerated plate 

processing, superior image quality, minimal swell and reliable performance in your prepress operation. 

Its unique chemical properties not only keep plate processors cleaner, they allow this washout solution 

to consistently develop high quality images while operating at ambient temperatures. In addition to its 

plate processing benefits, HPS-LO/N Washout Solution possesses an environmental, health and safety 

profile that improves work setting quality. 

In traditional processing of flexographic printing plates, solvent recycling is a matter-of-course for users, 

even if only from an economical perspective. HPS-LO/N Washout Solution is designed for recycling via 

standard vacuum distillation methods allowing you to further reduce the environmental impact of your 

prepress operations. 

Set-up Preparation

Before HPS-LO/N can be properly set-up and optimized for your processor or in-house recycling 

equipment, it is necessary to ensure that you have the following consumables and test equipment to 

support these activities: 

1. A minimum of three (3) 55-gallon drums of fresh HPS-LO/N Washout Solution along with one (1)

clean, empty 55-gallon drum to be used as a receptacle for spent HPS-LO/N Washout Solution.

HPS-LO/N Washout Solution can be purchased directly from HPS Technologies via telephone or

email.
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US&C:  Customer Service is available 8am-5pm ET, and can be contacted at 1-864-472-6604.

Orders may also be sent via e-mail to: customersupport@hpstec.com. 

Part Number Description Size Quantity 

HPS-LO/N-55V 55 gal drum of 
Virgin HPS-LO/N 

55 gallons 1 

HPS-LO/N-275V 275 gal tote of 
Virgin HPS-LO/N 

275 gallons 1 

2. A supply of Flexcel NXH Plates, in your desired thickness, and Flexcel NXH Thermal Imaging

Layer or Thermal Imaging Layer-R.

3. #1 Zahn Cup and dial thermometer, required to calibrate and verify the % solids information

within processors that have the automatic viscometer option. Both of these can be purchased

through GARDCO, USA.

4. In order to measure and verify the HPS-LO/N Washout Solution from your in-house recycling

equipment, we recommend either the use of a hydrometer or a handheld Brix refractometer.

Both of these items can be purchased through HPS Technologies either separately or as part of

the HPS Washout Solution Balancing Kit. If you would like to purchase these instruments

yourself, or already have them on hand, please ensure that they fulfill the following settings:

a. hydrometer—has a range of .850 - .900 to measure specific gravity for in-house

recycling equipment. This test method option also requires a 1000ml HDPE (high

density polyethylene) graduated cylinder to hold the necessary washout solution

during testing.

b. handheld Brix refractometer—has a range of 58-90° Brix, can also be used to

measure the refractive index of the washout solution.

Pre-installation Procedure 

If you are transitioning from your current washout chemistry to HPS-LO/N Washout Solution, please 

follow these pre-installation procedure recommendations prior to installation. This will prepare your 

processor for an effective installation and optimization of the HPS-LO/N Washout Solution. 

1. Carefully remove the chemistry from the plate processor following the equipment

manufacturer’s procedural and safety recommendations.

2. Handle the spent washout chemistry per the Safety Data Sheet (SDS).

3. Wipe the tanks, washout and cleaning sections of the processor as well as the entrance and

spill trays to remove monomer build up, with a lint free cloth.

4. Inspect the brushes and rollers for wear and/or damage. Replace any worn or damaged

brushes and rollers prior to the installation of the HPS-LO/N Washout Solution.

5. Your plate processor is now ready for the installation of the HPS-LO/N Washout Solution.

Initial use of HPS-LO/N Washout Solution requires processor calibration by a Kodak

Technical Applications Group Representative. Proper calibration will ensure that the

parameters of your processor are optimized, confirmed and agreed upon. Ensure that any

changes to process settings that are made later, during processor servicing, etc., are
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confirmed as an optimal configuration by a Kodak Technical Applications Group 

representative. 

Handling and Storage Recommendations 

When handling any HPS product please read the SDS for health hazard data, precautionary information 

and suggested first aid. Contact HPS (customersupport@hpstec.com) for the HPS-LO/N Washout 

Solution product SDS, or find it on the HPS website at: www.hpstec.com. 

Spill Procedure 

While many chemical spills can be prevented, they still happen despite best efforts to avoid them. It is 

important to know what to do in the event of a spill. The following is the recommended spill procedure 

for HPS-LO/N Washout Solution: 

1. Evacuate spill area immediately and notify supervision and area contacts.

2. Wear proper personal protective equipment:

a. Wear gloves rated for use with both light alcohols (e.g. methanol, ethanol) and

hydrocarbons,

b. Wear safety glasses with side shields and

c. Avoid prolonged or repeated breathing of mist or vapor.

3. Clean up the spill:

a. Remove any ignition source of heat, sparks or flame,

b. Stop leak if it can be done without risk,

c. Prevent entry into waterways, sewers, basements, or confined areas – seal floor

drains if necessary,

d. Ventilate spill area,

e. Absorb spill with vermiculite or other inert material (cat litter, sand, oil dry or other

commercially available absorbent materials),

f. Clean surface thoroughly to remove residual contamination,

g. Place clean-up materials in plastic bag and tape closed and

h. Dispose of clean-up materials following your normal waste procedure.

Storage Tips 

1. Store and use the 55-gallon drums in an upright position in temperatures of 0-36°C (32-

97°F).

2. Properly maintain inventory by rotating incoming chemistry stock for ‘first in-first-out’

usage.

3. Prior to use, dispense chemistry from its original container to prevent contamination.

4. Keep the 55-gallon drums tightly closed when not in use.

5. Keep away from incompatible substances.

6. Keep out of sun and away from heat.
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Recycling HPS-LO/N Washout Solution 

Without solvent recycling, the environmental impact of plate production would be quite high, not to 

mention that additional cost of using only fresh washout chemistry for all your plate processing needs. 

Luckily there are several options for obtaining high quality, recycled washout chemistry. The following 

sections outline how this can be accomplished when using HPS-LO/N Washout Solution. 

Recycling Service Provider 

1. HPS will help you connect with a capable recycler in your area.

2. Inform the recycler that you will be using HPS-LO/N Washout Solution and your typical

washout chemistry usage rates. If the recycler is not currently recycling HPS-LO/N Washout

Solution, provide the recycler with HPS Technologies contact information. HPS Technologies

will work with the recycler to convey the proper recycling procedures and to direct them on

how to purchase fresh HPS-LO/N Washout Solution for top-off purposes

3. You will receive a quote from the recycler to process your spent washout solution. This

quote should include the distillation process, top-off, analyzing the finished washout

solution batch and then shipping it back to you. NOTE: Be sure to clarify if the cost of top-off

and freight to and from the recycler is included in the quote.

4. Be sure to inquire about recycling turnaround time and account for this period in the

amount of inventory you will carry of HPS-LO/N Washout Solution.

5. When shipping spent HPS-LO/N Washout Solution to the recycler you will need to follow

HPS’s recommended labeling to avoid having the shipment misclassified as a hazardous

material by a freight company. We recommend the following information to be included

with each shipment:

a. The original label is suitable for shipping spent HPS-LO/N Washout Solution to a

recycler however, the Bill of Lading (BOL) should clearly state: “Spent” HPS-LO/N

Washout Solution.

b. If you do not ship spent HPS-LO/N Washout Solution in the original drum, external

identification indicating that the “Material is Spent”, should be affixed to each drum

along with Shipping Class 55 and an approximate shipping weight of 450lbs/drum

(this includes the weight of the 55-gallon drum).

c. A copy of the HPS-LO/N Washout Solution SDS should accompany any shipment of

the washout solution.

In-House Distillation and Rebalancing Recommendations 

If you have in-house distillation capabilities, you will need to purchase your fresh HPS-LO/N Washout 

Solution from HPS for top-off purposes. HPS-LO/N Washout Solution can be purchased directly from HPS 

by contacting us by telephone or email. 

Customer Service is available 8am-5pm ET, and can be contacted at 1-336-293-8667.  Orders may also 

be sent via e-mail to:  briancummins@kwalter.com , dbradford@hpstec.com. 
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Part Number Description Size Quantity 

HPS-LO/N-55V 55 gal drum of 
Virgin HPS-LO/N 

55 Gallons 1 

HPS-LO/N-275V 275 gal tote of 
Virgin HPS-LO/N 

275 gallons 1 

1. In order to verify your in-house recycled HPS-LO/N Washout Solution there are two methods

that can be utilized to determine either the specific gravity or the Brix value:

a. Specific gravity is the heaviness of a substance compared to that of water and is

measured with a hydrometer. The hydrometer required to measure specific gravity

should be in the range of .850-.900. This test method also requires a 1000ml HDPE

(high density polyethylene) graduated cylinder to hold the necessary washout

solution. Refer to the manufacturer’s recommendation for the proper use of the

hydrometer.

b. A handheld Brix refractometer, with a range of 58-90° measures the refractive index

of the washout solution. Refer to the manufacturer’s operation manual for the

calibration and proper use of your refractometer.

2. Typical add backs after recycling will range from 10-20% of the total volume distilled. HPS

recommends that customers that distill their own washout solution adhere to HPS’

recommended set-points after the final top-off of each drum is completed. Only fresh solvent

should be used as top-off.

3. The following set-points should be obtained prior to re-introducing the recycled washout

solution back into your system.

Distillation Setting and Rebalancing Information for HPS-LO/N Washout Solution 

Specifications* measured 
at 20.0 +/-2.2⁰ C 

(68.0⁰ F +/-4.0⁰ F) 

Specific 
Gravity 

Brix Value Vapor 
Temperature 

Setting 

Vacuum 
Setting 

Target 0.889 74.0 
115.6-126.7°C 
(240-260⁰ F) 

28-inch HgUpper Control Limit (UCL) 0.893 75.2 

Lower Control Limit (LCL) 0.877 73.5 

*NOTE: Allow the washout solution to reach room temperature before measuring.

If you have any technical questions relating to recycling HPS-LO/N Washout Solutions, please call: 

US&C: Customer Service is available 8am-5pm ET, and can be contacted at 1-864-472-6604.

Orders may also be sent via e-mail to:  customersupport@hpstec.com 
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Shipping and Receiving 

When handling any HPS Technologies product please read the SDS for health hazard data, 

precautionary information and suggested first aid. Contact us for any SDS or review the Products 

page on our website at: www.hpstec.com. 

1. Assure all transportation is done according to US DOT regulations.

2. Assure used and unused chemistry is shipped and stored under specified conditions.

3. Properly maintain inventory by rotating incoming chemistry stock for ‘first in-first out’

usage.

4. Prior to use, dispense chemistry from its original container to prevent contamination.

Troubleshooting 

This section provides troubleshooting assistance when using the HPS-LO/N Washout Solution. Refer to 

this listing if you suspect an issue with your finished plate. If this information does not resolve your issue 

or you have other technical questions relating to HPS-LO/N Washout Solution or your finished Flexcel 

NXH Plate, please contact your HPS Representative for assistance. 

Issues Possible Causes Possible Solutions 

Shallow Plate Relief Washout time too short 
Washout solution old and 
saturated 
Washout solution too diluted 
Washout solution temperature 
too cool 
Inadequate brush pressure 
Excessive back exposure 
Excessive main exposure 

Extend the washout time 
Replace the washout solution 
Check specific gravity 
Adjust to 20.0-24.5°C (68-76°F) 
Verify brush pressure and adjust 
Reduce back exposure time 
Reduce main exposure time 

Wavy Lines Washout time too long 
Washout solution too diluted 
Washout solution temperature 
too cool 
Drying time too short 
Excessive brush pressure 
Main exposure too short 
Excessive relief 
Poor image quality on the 
imaging layer 

Reduce washout time 
Reduce the washout solution 
Adjust to 20.0-24.5°C (68-76°F) 
Extend drying time 
Verify brush pressure and adjust 
if needed 
Increase main exposure 
Increase back exposure 
Remake the imaging layer 

Image Missing Washout time too long 
Washout solution too diluted 
Washout solution temperature 
too warm 
Drying time too short 
Main exposure too short 
Excessive relief 

Reduce washout time 
Replace the washout solution 
Adjust to 20.0-24.5°C (68-76°F) 
Verify drying temperature is 50-
60°C (122-140°F); increase 
drying time if necessary 
Increase main exposure 

http://www.hpstec.com/
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Poor dot quality on the imaging 
layer 

Increase back exposure 
Remake the imaging layer 

Cupping Drying time too long 
Dryer temperature too high 

Reduce drying time 
Adjust drying temperature to 
50-60°C (122-140°F) 

Cracking on Printing Surface Post-exposure too short 
Plate stored in light too long 
High ozone environment 
Plates stored incorrectly 

Increase post-exposure time 
(UVA) 
Store plates in a box or dark 
room 
Move plates to an ozone free 
environment 
Store plates flat 

Floor Cracking Finishing time too long Reduce finishing time (UVC) 

Rough Floor Washout temperature too low 
Washout time too short 
Washout solution too weak 
Back exposure too short 
Excessive brush pressure 

Adjust to 20.0-24.5°C (68-76°F) 
Increase washout time 
Replace the washout solution 
Increase back exposure 
Verify brush pressure and adjust 

Tacky Plate Drying time too short 
Plate finishing too short 

Increase drying time 
Increase finishing time 

Mottle or Re-Dep. Processor rate running too fast 

% solids too high 

Washout solution not in balance 

Washout solution temp. out of 
specification 

Slow the processor down until a 
matte floor is obtained, verify 
back and main exposure times. 
Verify %solids within the 
processor and adjust 
accordingly. 
Verify the BRIX value of the 
recycled washout solution vs. 
virgin washout solution. 
Verify that the processor is set 
to the correct processing temp. 
for this washout solution. 




